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GOD HAS NO RIGHT TO BE WORSHIPPED
WORSHIP
"Worship" means to portray the value of something by doing something positive for it. Worship comes from "worth-shape".
In the Bible, worship usually implies a posture of submission and an attitude of praise. God gets full worship meaning he is
to be granted full submission. Believers say we can and should worship in all parts of our life. They say that if we get
distracted from God to do our daily work, we are still worshipping him if we keep within his rules. Worship is our
opportunity to interact with God on his terms.
WORSHIP AND GOD
Judaism and Christianity and Islam are based on the worship of God.
They claim God has a right to our worship. They say he is perfectly good in himself and so deserves adoration and worship.
They say not only that but he is good to us to so we owe him worship for the wonder of our being and what we receive
from him.
If I had no experience of God's goodness at all, it would follow that I should still worship him for he is good even though
for some reason he is not showing his goodness to me.

GOD AND HIS DUTY
Can you have a duty to a God who is kind to you not out of duty but out of generosity?
Does having a duty to God imply that he served a duty to you?
Is doing your duty in return to God for his doing his duty to you better or worse than doing your duty to God in return for
his generosity? Or is it just as much one as the other?
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The majority of believers think God has done good for them and that is why they worship him. They feel they must give
God his due in that sense. They never think of the other reason. It does not interest them. What does that tell us? They say
they have a duty to worship God because he freely bestowed love on them. So God did it freely so he has no duty to help or
love them.

First, of all it is impossible to have a real debt of justice to a being that has no needs and therefore no rights. If you worship
that being, it is not justice but generosity. Your motive cannot be justice but kindness. You should not have a motive of
justice. You are no servant of justice if you don't understand what justice is.
If your motive is to be generous then it follows that you don't care if God is good or evil. Its not about being fair.
GOD'S KNOWLEDGE
God is supposed to know all things. This is impossible. Apart from the fact that I exist now, I know nothing. Everything I
say I know I mean I believe. It must be the same with God. It is impossible to know anything for sure apart from one's own
existence. Thus God is a contradictory idea. A God that has beliefs is not a God at all. Even if those beliefs are right, God
cannot know this for he only believes it. God is not entitled to any worship.
RIGHTS

You cannot have right and wrong behaviour without justice. Justice depends on rights – it is respecting rights. Now, rights
depend on needs not desires. You need food so you have a right to it but you don’t have the right to have a child or a luxury.
The state is not bound to pay for your holiday to Spain.
The Christian religion says that God does not need our worship or service or even our existence and they are useless to him
(page 195, Moral Philosophy; page 38,40, The Problem of Pain). And yet it says that God has the right to our worship
which is unintelligible. The only solution if we want to continue believing is to drop the idea of rights being based on needs
and base rights on desires. So if most people want to kill the Queen they have the right to. When the God belief undermines
the logic behind rights, God undermines everything that is good for us. He implies that if you desire to kill then you have

the right to kill and you are being unjustly treated if you don’t get away with it. Don’t let your children be conditioned to
believe in God for that belief insults the very life in your body.
Christians keep saying that if you want to get away from the view that right and wrong with regard to respecting others is
just a matter of opinion, you must believe in a just God. Then right/wrong is real and its fact. Its not mere opinion that you
cannot take seriously. This reasoning is wrong as we have seen.
If God needs nothing – and God by definition is that which has need of nothing – then he expects our service not because
he is planning to reward it but because it is our duty. It would be primarily our duty to him if he is to be loved before all
else as Christianity says for he deserves it. But how can you have a duty to help a person who needs no help? All religion
can say is that unreasonable self-sacrifice is God’s law for us. We have to kill ourselves in order to help the undertaker
make more money. If we do wrong it is not wrong because it hurt the person but because God who is not affected by it and
who does not need the person to be okay says its wrong. It is wrong to put a being like that before a human being who cries
and bleeds and needs to be treated right. So non-needs are put before needs which underlines the harmfulness of theism. It
is hard to see how anybody could have needs and therefore rights when God doesn’t for God made all things and claims the
right to be put first so his non-needs come first and needs have to be ignored.
Maybe God wants us to do good not because he needs us to but because he wants to see us do our duty to others. So if it is
about others and not him then why care what he wants? It would actually be mistaken and immoral to care.
Our moral obligation to honour God is a myth. Moral implies a rule along the lines of, "Do good or suffer retribution. You
will be paid back evil for doing evil." That is why people do not like moralisers - they feel threatened by them and their
judgements. We are fools if we think that we want to believe in God. It is only the lack of knowledge that makes us think
that. There is enough to moralise about without making up a God to increase the problem. Society probably senses that for
its not keen on people who are huge into God.
The idea that morality presupposes God or belief in him is a fallacy. It is the contrary that is the truth. If morality and God
are not linked, then it follows that we have no moral obligation to worship him.
GOD AND MEANING
The idea that God can give meaning and purpose to life is as fallacious. God cannot need anything for he is almighty and
all perfect. Meaning and purpose mean that you see your life as important and valuable but God ultimately reserves being
prized for himself and he cannot be used as a ground for moral belief therefore it is only a God you imagine exists and the
God you would like to exist, the one that fits your preconceived ideas of what is good for you, is the God you think you get
meaning from. He is a mental idol in other words.
Christian worship is based on the idea that God commands that we love him totally for he deserves it. But love is voluntary
and no loving God can command it. He would prove himself unlovable if he did. The Church is lying that the meaning of
life is to be found in obeying God's command to love him. If believers feel their lives have meaning because of God, it is
because they are wrong about what is giving them the sense of meaning. People prefer goodness to be what they want to be
good rather than what really is good. When we are like that, many of us can get meaning from worshipping a vindictive
God. But it proves you don't need to believe in ultimate real goodness to get a sense of meaning.
People might tell you to live a life of service to others and God or gods will reward you even if you are not devout. So are
the devout going to get a reward for their piety or not? Is that fair? The argument assumes that gods are not worth worrying
about even if they are real and that makes no sense. Beings that are supernaturally or magically involved in our lives have
to matter. If the divine is unfair or just does not care then it should not be worshipped. What if it threatens you and others if
you do not worship it? Such worship will not be worship but insincere. If it wants worship, it will have to find a way to fool
you. And you will worship it if it seems to treat you okay as long as others suffer the abuse. In that light, we have to be
suspicious of worshippers. Would they really worry about worshipping an evil God when even Herod had friends? God has
no right to ask for - never mind command! - worship when we are like that!
I find the following method of making life bearable and more enjoyable extremely effective. The person you are most
interested in is yourself. Therefore if you make the habit of recording your day in detail in a diary and putting in times and
the most mundane things you are making sure you will remember the good in that day. You will be able to look back at the
bad and good later with fascination. It makes the bad less bad because you know that reading about it and the lessons in it
will bring you enjoyment. When you experience something bad you can say that in years to come you will still be able to
look back on it and want to. It will console you and make you more determined to live a happier and more fulfilling life.
Great suffering can be waiting for you around the corner - all you can do is get through it without making it worse. If God
is what gives your life meaning then surely you crave being with him? Thus your suffering will only be worsened by belief
in God. The more you suffer the more you will want him and to be with him.

Religion has to invent rights for God in order to try and tie us down to rules. It is a good ego boost for religion.
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